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4 Corner Financial Group (co-owned by Johnny Craven and Brenda Eustace) and its
staff offer comprehensive insurance and financial planning services. The company
employs a comprehensive approach to fulfilling the needs and desires of its clients. It
offers life insurance policies that come with living benefits, health plans that comply with
the Affordable Care Act, retirement plans, and property and casualty insurance
coverage for both homes and automobiles. Additionally, the company provides a variety
of coverage options for commercial and business accounts.

At 4 Corner, Johnny and his sister Brenda focus on understanding the unique needs of
individuals, single parents, and families alike. Their goal is to provide a comprehensive
range of products and services that cater to their client's needs, family growth, and
eventual retirement. They help curate a tailored portfolio for each client specific to their
needs to achieve financial stability and security.

Creating a well-balanced plan requires working with reputable professionals in the
community to provide their clients with the best possible advice and guidance. 4 Corner
understands that life is unpredictable and aims to help their clients plan for any
eventuality. They offer streamlined processes for clients to create important documents
such as a will, medical power of attorney, or financial plan.

Johnny has 30 years of experience, while Brenda has 25 years. Together they have a
wealth of knowledge to share, guiding clients through the process and asking the right
questions to create a plan that meets their needs. The four main pillars are life, health,
retirement, and property and casualty insurance, as they provide comprehensive
protection.

Brenda is an expert in medical and health insurance and makes it her mission to
provide excellent service and a caring approach to clients. She has been in the
insurance industry since 1998 and has always loved her job. Even at 63 years old, she
still wishes to continue her career.

Establishing relationships with customers is a crucial aspect of her role, as trust is
essential in this industry. Brenda strongly believes that customers are not just clients,
but family. Therefore, building a relationship with them is of utmost importance, and she
strives to achieve this with every interaction.



According to Johnny, Brenda's proficiency and wisdom, coupled with her
comprehensive knowledge of the insurance industry, are like the ingredients of a pie.
When these elements are blended together they become truly valuable to clients in
need.

Having adequate insurance coverage is vital to safeguard oneself, loved ones, and
assets. Brenda and Johnny, as independent insurance agents, are committed to
providing their clients with the best possible insurance solutions. Combined, they
possess extensive knowledge and experience in the insurance business, which enables
them to offer exceptional service to their clients.

4 Corner has also welcomed the addition of Morgan Thomas to its staff. Morgan's
extensive experience in the insurance industry will be invaluable in assisting clients with
their auto, life, and accident insurance needs.

They also believe that it is essential to review and update your plan regularly, as life is
always changing. Just as you might clean out your closet or dust off your bookshelf,
your will, life insurance, retirement plans, and health insurance all require periodic
check-ups. 4 Corner offers free reviews to make it easy for you to stay on top of things.

The company and its staff are dedicated to ensuring your comfort and delivering
exceptional service. The company collaborates with several primary care companies,
namely AIG American General, Global Atlantic, American National, Columbian, and
Foresters, as well as 80 supporting companies to cater to clients' diverse needs.

In order to provide their clients with the best possible coverage, they have decided to
partner with Farrell Insurance Agency, which is located in Lexington. This agency will be
responsible for providing property and casualty insurance, which includes home and
auto insurance, as well as special event coverage, boat, camper, ATV, and other types
of coverage. They are also happy to offer commercial policies to business owners, and
are able to provide competitive rates through a number of different providers, such as
Progressive, Foremost, AAA, Nationwide, and others.

4 Corner’s primary objective is to comprehend your circumstances and assist you in
providing for your family, regardless of its size. Therefore, if you need someone to assist
you in navigating the unpredictable nature of life, please do not hesitate to arrange a
meeting with them. They aim to engage in a discussion, familiarize themselves with
your situation, and ensure that you are on the correct path.



For more information visit www.4cornerins.com or call (843) 782-4111. The office is
located at 261 E. Washington Street in Walterboro, South Carolina. Hours of operation
are Monday-Friday from 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

 


